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HOTEL AWARDS
We are grateful to our supportive guests in helping us win these prestigious awards!
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2021 TRAVELLERS' CHOICE AWARD
TRIPADVISOR
The Putman received an award for its consistently excellent feedback on the world’s largest online reviews platform.
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LOVED BY GUESTS AWARD 2021
HOTELS.COM
We’re delighted to be acclaimed as one of Hong Kong’s most loved hotels.
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2020 TRAVELLERS’ CHOICE AWARD
#10 IN TOP 10 SMALL HOTELS – CHINA TRIPADVISOR
We’ve earned recognition as a small hotel of choice for travellers from China.




TESTIMONIALS

“Awesome Place” 
This place was amazing. It's basically corporate housing, and generous at that. Lots of space, rare in HK, lots of light. Modern fixtures. Would definitely stay here again.








“HK’s Best” 
Excellent location (walking distance to most of HK Central amenities), clean and tidy, spacious room, highly professional staff. It makes you feel like home away from home. Will definitely recommend for business or leisure.








“We Always Come Back”
The Putman full floor suites offer a very comfortable stay in HK. Especially in light of the usually rather smaller hotel room sizes in HK, the apartments feel very spacious and have some high-end finishes, like a large bathtub and a comfortable seating area.
The location is good for Central and the staff is very welcoming and professional.








“Excellent” 
The full floor suites are really lovely, a great and airy space with amazing light. The full ceiling to floor windows don’t have a great view out but let in tons of light and there is a sheer and full blackout blind. The kitchen has a hob, fridge freezer and washer / dryer.








“Luxury and Comfort” 
The flat is very clean and comfortable, and room service is professional. Location is convenient, staffs are very helpful.
We have stayed there for 9 nights, we are so happy with it, that we will recommend it to our friends.








“Perfect Hotel” 
This is my third time staying in this hotel. Amazing experience and highly recommend! Room is perfect, staffs are very nice. and the location is really convenient. You can get any things you want within 5 minutes.
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HOTEL INFO
	202 Queen's Road Central, Hong Kong202 Queen's Road Central, Hong Kong
	T+852 2233 2233+852 2233 2233
	F+852 2233 2200+852 2233 2200
	Efrontoffice@theputman.comfrontoffice@theputman.com
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